Making style the
focal point
Whether you want a traditional look or something more contemporary to bring
your kitchen or bathroom to life, Artisan offers an array of sinks and faucets
Above: Undermounted sinks from
Artisan Manufacturing are available
in a selection of sizes. However, all
sinks are made from quality stainless
steel with V-Therm Shield™ for
thermal retention and to deaden
sound. Faucets are manufactured to
equally high specifications.
Above right: The special finish on
Artisan’s single and double sinks
gives them a long-lasting luster.
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In most kitchen designs, the sink is located
under the window or on the island – in the
prime position – because it is the central focus
of this part of the house.
It’s important, therefore, that the sink you
choose for your kitchen measures up to this
tough specification for quality, performance
and aesthetics. Artisan Manufacturing offers a
wide range of quality sinks and faucets for the
kitchen and bathroom.
The company’s products are all made from
high-quality materials to ensure they are fit for
their role in the kitchen. Artisan’s Premium and
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Chef Pro sinks are in 304 stainless steel that is
manufactured to a uniform 16-gauge thickness
from top to bottom, for improved durability and
stability. The proprietary V-Therm Shield™ provides thermal retention and superior sound
deadening, reducing noise and vibration.
Undermounted sinks from Artisan are available
in double, single and extra-deep bowl styles to
accommodate large pots and pans.
Equal care and attention has gone into manufacturing Artisan’s faucets. There are 18
models for kitchen, bathroom and bar sinks.
Finishes include chrome, antique bronze and

satin nickel, most on a solid brass construction,
and with a durable ceramic disc cartridge and
triple-satin nickel plating, these faucets are
engineered for long service and are supplied
complete with a limited lifetime warranty.
For details, contact Artisan Manufacturing,
237 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, NJ 07114,
phone (973) 286 0080, fax (973) 286 2886.
Email: info@ArtisanStyles.com. Or visit the
website: www.ArtisanStyles.com.
View, save and share this story online at
Trendsideas.com/go/30708

Above: The Chef Pro apron sink
(CPAZ3621) is extra deep to easily
fit large pots and pans. The high
arched designer faucet (660) is a
good complement. Artisan’s motto
is “Thicker is Better” for sinks that
are more durable, stable and have a
longer-lasting luster.
Left: Clean lines on this sink
(AR3218) and faucet (AF600) from
Artisan Manufacturing work
well with the aesthetics of this
contemporary kitchen.
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